Switzerland - Real Estate Exclusive Tour
4 nights – 5 days

Day 1: Welcome to Geneva

Ø Meet and greet at the airport and transfer to the city center
² By option, we can book a table at Chat Botté restaurant a 1 star Michelin
Ø A half day city tour to discover this international city. With your local guide, you will
discover all the treasures of the Calvin city. The tour will bring you to the Nations
District where you can admire the famous Broken Chair in front of the United
Nations, then to the old City with the Saint Pierre Cathedral. You can end the visit
along the lake with the Jet D’eau and the famous flowered clock. During this
discovery, you will catch the unusual local transportation called les Mouettes this
little yellow boat which crosses the lake from side to side.
² By option, we can organize a tasting stop in a chocolate factory
Ø Check in at your luxury accommodation in Geneva.
Ø Evening and diner at leisure

Day 2: Incredible Geneva

Ø Morning cruise on the lake. This is an incredible way to enjoy the beautiful
landscape between lake and mountains. From the Catamaran, privatize for you,
you will discover the view on the White Mount, the Jet D’Eau, and Geneva Country
side.
Ø Lunch aboard (max 8 people)
Ø Patek museum private tour for 2 hours.
Ø The Patek Philippe Museum hosts an extraordinary collection of watchmaking
masterpieces dating from the 16th to the 20th century. This tour highlights the
historical significance of the art of watchmaking and enameling.
nd
Ø 2 night in Geneva
Ø Evening and diner at leisure

Day 3: Geneva to Lausanne

Ø Morning transfer to Lausanne (1h drive). With your private driver you will reach the
Olympic city: Lausanne. On the way, visit Swiss Real Estate.
Ø Lunch at local restaurant.
Ø Olympic museum tour.
Ø
The Olympic Capital, Lausanne has been home to the IOC (International
Olympic Committee) for 100 years and in 1993, the IOC founded its unique official
museum on the banks of Lake Geneva. In 2013, The Olympic Museum was completely
renovated with the most up-to-date facilities. Now on three floors, the exhibition
presents the origin of the games, the competitions and the athletic spirit through over
150 screens and 1500 objects: The Olympic torches and medals of all The Olympic
games, as well as the equipment of the most famous athletes.
Ø Check in at your luxury accommodation in Lausanne or Montreux
Ø Evening and diner at leisure

Day 4: Lausanne Real Estate surrounding

Ø Morning real estate visit
Ø Lunch with a lake view
Ø Afternoon visit of Lavaux Vineyard or Chillon Castle or Chaplin’s museum
Ø Lavaux Vineyard: the best way to discover this UNESCO listed terraces is to hike.
With your guide, enjoy an incredible journey across the Swiss Vineyard and if
you wish, we organize a wine tasting.
Ø Chillon Castle has a beautiful location on a small island in the far western end
of Lake Léman between Montreux and Villeneuve. This romantic castle was
long of strategic importance in controlling trade in the Lake Geneva region.
The dungeons inspired Lord Byron.
Ø Chaplin’s World: Embark on an extraordinary adventure across time and
through the magical world of cinema. Through three different spaces, be
prepared to be moved by one of the most surprising artists of the 20th century.
Ø Last night in Lausanne or Montreux
Ø Evening and diner at leisure

Day 5: Good bye Switzerland

Ø Morning free time
Ø Transfer back to Geneva airport

